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Looking to add a green touch to your next
marketing campaign? Our custom printed
seed packets, available in Honey Bee Mix,
Tomato, Forget Me Not, or Monarch
Butterfly Mix, are perfect for gardening
events, tradeshows, and more!

Promotional Seed PacketsGARDENING
Spring intoSpring into...
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Plantiful

Evergreen Garden Tool Set

Gardening is trending! Our
versatile tool set for digging,
weeding, and planting is perfect
for promoting your business.

Need to rake in better brand
awareness? Give your clients a
practical item for home and
garden use.

Yard Waste BagsThe ideal gloves for home or
warehouse tasks. Perfect for
displaying your brand while
getting work done!

Workit All Purpose Gloves
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THE INDOORS
Spring intoSpring into

Indoor Growth
5 6

Evora Ceramic & Cork Mug

Discover the stunning, multi-
functional mug with a built-in
cork coaster and a removable
sliding closure lid!

https://www.dynamicgift.ca/evora-ceramic-cork-mug-325ml
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Sprout Pencil

Fun, eco-friendly sprout pencils
with embedded seeds for
growing plants once they’re too
short to use. 

Seeded Paper Bookmark

Make a sustainable impression
with our custom seeded
bookmarks! Perfect for modern
marketing and event promotion.

Single Place Cedar Planter

A versatile mini planter, perfect
for your branding needs and
greenery preferences. An ideal
accent for homes and offices!
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Viceroy Power Bank (10000mAh)

Charge 3 devices at once, with USB-C,
Micro USB input, power level indicator
lights, and USB Type-C charging cable.

COMMUTING
Spring intoSpring into...
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Dojin Bento Box

This bamboo box doubles as a
cutting board, includes utensils,
and is perfect for packing
balanced lunches. 

2 Buds Wireless Earbuds

High-quality, stylish earbuds
with microphone, voice
assistant, and easy pairing for
promotional needs.

Savannah Laptop Backpack

Explore this versatile 10L
backpack with dual zippers,
laptop compartment, padded
handle, and adjustable straps.
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Sandy Banks Sunglasses

Check out these stylish BPA-
free shades with UV400
protection, reducing glare and
offering comfort and durability. 

TRA
VEL

TAS
TIC

TRAVELLING
Spring intoSpring into...
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Natural Beeswax Lip Balm

Portable and effective, lip balms
are powerful marketing tools,
ideal for promoting your brand
on a budget!

Luggage Straps

Easily spot your suitcase with
custom logo luggage straps -
perfect for businesses, travel,
and marketing!

Hi-Flyer Luggage Tag

Get ready to take off with
affordable custom luggage tags
that make identifying bags a
breeze. Your Travel Companion
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This high-quality drink tumbler
promotes cold drinks, and smooth
sipping. Its eco-friendly design
features double-wall vacuum
technology, FlowState lid, comfort-
grip handle, and reusable straw. 

Stanley Quencher H2.0
Flowstate Tumbler

HIKING
Spring intoSpring into...
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ATC Knit Toque

Elemental Survival Rescue Knife

This knife has a two-stage blade,
seatbelt cutter, window hammer, 
flashlight, and fire starting flint.

Trail Traveller Backpack

Explore our backpack with a top
zipper, multiple front zip
pockets, water bottle holder,
and inside organization pocket. 

Customize cozy toques for
Canada's cooler weather.
Choose from a range of colours
to match your brand or style. 
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